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INTEREST OF AMICI CURIAE 

The League of Arizona Cities and Towns (“League”)1 respectfully files this 

Brief pursuant to Rule 16, Arizona Rules of Civil Appellate Procedure, in support of 

the City of Peoria (“City”). The League urges the Court to affirm the Court of 

Appeals’ judgment that the City’s economic development agreements with 

Huntington University and Arrowhead Equities, LLC (“Agreements”) do not violate 

article IX § 7 of the Arizona Constitution (“the Gift Clause”).  

The League respectfully submits this Brief to underscore that economic 

development is a critical component of growth in Arizona municipalities. Petitioners 

assert that a university providing a four-year degree program cannot serve a public 

purpose and the City receives zero value in consideration from providing educational 

opportunities to its citizens and repurposing vacant buildings in the community. 

Petitioners’ argument that the City’s use of A.R.S. § 9-500.11 violates the Arizona 

Constitution is only plausible if their new Gift Clause interpretation is accepted—a 

fixed definition of public purpose that requires every inhabitant of the jurisdiction to 

access a tangible necessary service; and the total exclusion of any economic 

development activities as any form of consideration. Petitioners’ new interpretation 

1 The League is a voluntary association of all 91 incorporated cities and towns 
in the State of Arizona and represents approximately 79% of Arizona’s total 
population. No person or entity made a monetary contribution for the preparation or 
submission of this Brief.   
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effectively invalidates the statute authorizing economic development activities with 

private entities – a law enacted by the Legislature with full knowledge of this Court’s 

interpretation of the Gift Clause. This extreme reinterpretation of the Gift Clause is 

flawed and will restrict lawful agreements that stimulate and sustain the economic 

health of Arizona communities.  

I.  ARGUMENT 

The Petitioners’ radical reinterpretation of the Gift Clause threatens the lawful 

economic development activities of cities and towns by drastically limiting this 

Court’s interpretation of the Gift Clause. Since the seminal case in 1926, City of 

Tombstone, v. Macia, the Court has held that the Gift Clause’s function is to protect 

the public funds, not limit municipal ability to provide services. 30 Ariz. 218, 227 

(1926) ("Municipal corporations are not limited to provide for the material 

necessities of their citizens. Under legislative authority they may minister to their 

comfort, health, pleasure, or education.”). In subsequent cases, this Court has drawn 

a roadmap for local governments, while expressly refusing to place barriers that 

would eliminate municipal discretion on what is or is not beneficial to its citizens. 

See e.g., Humphrey v. City of Phoenix, 55 Ariz. 374, 387 (1940) (finding 

disbursements do not have to affect all residents equally); Wistuber v. Paradise 

Valley Unified Sch. Dist., 141 Ariz. 346, 349 (1984) (recognizing a public benefit 

obtained from a private entity can be valid consideration); Kromko v. Arizona Bd. of 
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Regents, 149 Ariz. 319, 322 (1986) (finding non-pecuniary public benefit may be 

regarded as consideration); Turken v. Gordon, 223 Ariz. 342, 350 ¶ 33 (2010) 

(explaining indirect benefit may be pertinent when determining a public purpose). 

Local governments rely on this precedent when spending public money. See e.g., 

Cheatham v. DiCiccio, 240 Ariz. 314, 320 ¶ 21 (2016) (“This inquiry, however, must 

reflect appropriate deference to the governmental entity that has considered and 

approved the transaction.”). 

Petitioners seek to interpret the Gift Clause to match their extreme viewpoint 

that cities and towns should not engage in any form of economic development in 

their communities. Pet. Suppl. Br. at 2. If the Court accepts Petitioners new 

interpretation of the Gift Clause, it will severely undermine the will of the citizenry 

to govern themselves and the government’s ability to respond to their needs. 

A. Petitioners’ unsupported interpretation that adequate 
consideration excludes all forms of economic development will 
decimate economic growth in Arizona’s cities and towns. 

Municipalities are responsible for providing the backbone around which 

healthy, secure, and sustainable communities grow. Those responsibilities include 

safeguarding the economic well-being of cities and towns, as the Legislature has 

expressly codified in statutes such as A.R.S. § 9-500.11, which authorizes 

municipalities with explicit power to execute this responsibility by “spend[ing] 

public monies for and in connection with economic development activities.” A.R.S. 
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§ 9-500.11(A). When elected officials negotiate contracts to create opportunity for 

the economic benefit of the community, the Court has held that bargained-for 

consideration received by a municipality must not be “grossly disproportionate” to 

the amounts paid to a private entity. Turken, 223 Ariz. at 351 ¶ 41. And the Court 

must “reject an overly technical view of the transaction” when assessing 

proportionality. Id. at 352 ¶ 47.  

Petitioners could not demonstrate that City’s Agreements were grossly 

disproportionate and failed to show the City abused its discretion and violated the 

Gift Clause under the established precedent. Now they argue that it is unnecessary 

for this Court to analyze the terms of the contracts at all because any bargained-for 

provisions received by the City under the Agreements are automatically indirect, 

intangible and an unquantifiable benefit. Pet. Suppl. Br. at 3. Under this 

interpretation virtually all attempts at future economic development will be 

precluded or invalidated -  i t  stands in clear contrast to almost a century of well-

established law that requires an examination of the contract to determine if there is 

adequate consideration for the expenditure of public funds by analyzing the 

bargained-for benefits to the parties. Cheatham v. DiCiccio, 240 Ariz. 314, 320 ¶18 

(2016) (holding that the payment to a private entity “is the beginning” of the analysis 

and the public body’s payment to a private entity must be examined relative to what 

the contract obligated the private entity to provide to the City). The trial court and 
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the Court of Appeals correctly identified the obligations of Huntington University 

and Arrowhead Equities and determined the bargained-for consideration was not 

grossly disproportionate under an all-encompassing view of the Agreements with 

the City. Ct. App. Op. at 9 ¶¶ 23, 24. 

The Court should reject Petitioners’ argument that anytime a private entity 

receives a benefit to its business or property from a public contract, there is 

automatically a disproportionate exchange without even examining the 

consideration to the public body. This distorted view of the Gift Clause will eradicate 

any future economic development in cities and towns because cities and towns 

cannot make one-sided contracts – any economic development agreement must 

benefit both parties and a benefit to the municipality does not become intangible or 

indirect because the private entity receives a benefit in the same contract. The City 

appropriately structured these Agreements to provide reimbursement as the entities 

met certain predetermined conditions and contractual thresholds where the City 

knew a tangible benefit would be realized. Resp’t. Suppl. Br. at 7-9. 

Economic development agreements like the City’s Agreements catalyze 

diversity in the economy when diversity will not come on its own. The bargained-

for consideration received in return for the City’s funds consist of more than just 

pecuniary return. The City contracted for needed diversity in jobs, higher education, 

and revenue sources that Petitioners’ contend are too intangible to be considered 
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valid expenditures because the municipality does not maintain full control of the 

private entity’s operations. Pet. Suppl. Br. at 6. Petitioners’ new prerequisite for 

economic development contracts disregards that both the trial court and the Court of 

Appeals examined the actual terms of the Agreements and found there was adequate 

consideration. Turken, 223 Ariz. at 352, ¶ 48 (2010) (explaining that indirect public 

benefits are examined for consideration based on the exchange that is “directly 

contracted” between the parties). Under Petitioners’ severe new limitation to 

consideration, the City would not be nearly as economically diverse as it is today 

and the negative effect of economic downturns such as the Great Recession and 

COVID-19 would decimate both the citizenry and financial stability of the City.  

1. The impact of the COVID-19 pandemic demonstrates the value of
economic development in Arizona cities and towns.

The COVID-19 pandemic contradicts Petitioners’ assertion that economic 

development has zero value especially when they recognize and highlight their 

concern for it “as the state seeks to recover from the massive economic distress 

of COVID-19 – which tore through the American economy, devastated small 

businesses, and triggered unemployment levels not seen since the Great 

Depression.”2 

2 Matt Beienburg & Jim Rounds, Good for Special Interests and Unions, Bad for 
Arizona: The Economic Impacts of Proposition 208 at 1 (September 15, 2020) 
https://goldwaterinstitute.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/economic-impacts-
invest-in-ed-9-15-2020-FINAL.pdf

https://goldwaterinstitute.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/economic-impacts-invest-in-ed-9-15-2020-FINAL.pdf
https://goldwaterinstitute.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/economic-impacts-invest-in-ed-9-15-2020-FINAL.pdf
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Many governments, especially cities and towns, faced an abrupt change in the 

economic landscape due to the worldwide pandemic in early 2020. Almost 

overnight, international and interstate travel diminished or ceased during the height 

of Arizona’s tourism season, which had produced 3.78 billion dollars in tax revenue 

in 2019.3 Municipalities rely heavily on transaction privilege taxes, which were 

significantly diminished when retail was forced to close due to the public health 

emergency just as cities and towns were required to prepare for the adoption of 

budgets for the next fiscal year. See A.R.S. § 42-17101. The budget shortfall 

discussions dominated council meetings, which starkly contrasted the budget surplus 

discussions held earlier in the year, especially in areas that rely on tourism such as 

those small rural municipalities with already limited resources. Some of Arizona’s 

most vulnerable cities and towns are projecting significant revenue loss in the 

millions of dollars, dipping into savings, furloughing and laying off employees, 

delaying purchase of aging equipment, and instituting hiring freezes.4  

3 Arizona Office of Tourism, Economic Impact https://tourism.az.gov/economic-
impact/ (last visited October 18, 2020). 
4 Coronavirus Eats Through City of Phoenix Budget Surplus, Creates $26M Gap, 
AZ Family (April 14, 2020),  
https://www.azfamily.com/news/continuing_coverage/coronavirus_coverage/coron
avirus-eats-through-city-of-phoenix-budget-surplus-creates-26m-
gap/article_d945825c-7e56-11ea-b9e2-6f018b77e03e.html; Lorraine Longhi, 
Scottsdale Cuts Millions From Its Budget As It Enters “Uncharted Territory” of 
Pandemic, Arizona Republic (May 27, 2020), 
https://www.azcentral.com/story/news/local/scottsdale/2020/05/27/scottsdale-
adopts-tentative-budget-cuts-millions-brace-coronavirus-impact/5184230002/; Ron 

https://tourism.az.gov/economic-impact/
https://tourism.az.gov/economic-impact/
https://www.azfamily.com/news/continuing_coverage/coronavirus_coverage/coronavirus-eats-through-city-of-phoenix-budget-surplus-creates-26m-gap/article_d945825c-7e56-11ea-b9e2-6f018b77e03e.html
https://www.azfamily.com/news/continuing_coverage/coronavirus_coverage/coronavirus-eats-through-city-of-phoenix-budget-surplus-creates-26m-gap/article_d945825c-7e56-11ea-b9e2-6f018b77e03e.html
https://www.azfamily.com/news/continuing_coverage/coronavirus_coverage/coronavirus-eats-through-city-of-phoenix-budget-surplus-creates-26m-gap/article_d945825c-7e56-11ea-b9e2-6f018b77e03e.html
https://www.azcentral.com/story/news/local/scottsdale/2020/05/27/scottsdale-adopts-tentative-budget-cuts-millions-brace-coronavirus-impact/5184230002/
https://www.azcentral.com/story/news/local/scottsdale/2020/05/27/scottsdale-adopts-tentative-budget-cuts-millions-brace-coronavirus-impact/5184230002/
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The pandemic’s reach is not isolated to municipal budgets. The long-term 

impact of COVID-19 is unknown as it continues to affect various industries.5 

Throughout the past seven months, business entities have faced uncertainty - 

opening and closing each day as staffing levels fluctuate (if fortunate enough to 

reopen under the State’s conditions), experiencing a loss of customers, or limiting 

their capacity due to state-mandated executive orders to protect public health. (APP 

24, 27, 29). Cities and towns with a diversified tax base and revenue streams are less 

likely to see contraction in tax revenue during this tumultuous period than those 

Arizona municipalities that rely heavily on local hospitality and tourism monies, 

which are below levels from 2019.6 This revenue is necessary to fund vital and basic 

public services like fire and police operations.  

This drastic change in economic circumstances unequivocally shows why the 

Court should reject Petitioners claim that economic development provides zero 

Eland, Sedona City Council Oks $51Mil Budget, Sedona Red Rock News (July 18, 
2020), http://www.redrocknews.com/2020/07/18/sedona-city-council-oks-51m-
budget/; John Hecht, Cottonwood Preps For Budget Drop, Journal AZ (June 5, 
2020), https://www.journalaz.com/news/cottonwood/58527-cottonwood-preps-for-
budget-drop.html. 
5 Mark Muro, Robert Maxim & Jacob Whiton, The Places a COVID-19 Recession 
Will Likely Hit Hardest (March 17, 2020), https://www.brookings.edu/blog/the-
avenue/2020/03/17/the-places-a-covid-19-recession-will-likely-hit-hardest/ 
6 Finance Advisory Committee Briefing Materials, Economic Indicators at 102 
(September 2020). https://www.azleg.gov/jlbc/facag100820.pdf; See also BU 
Initiative on Cities, COVID-19 and Cities: Municipal Fiscal Health, 
https://www.bu.edu/ioc/2020/05/09/covid-19-cities-municipal-fiscal-health/ (last 
visited October 18, 2020). 

http://www.redrocknews.com/2020/07/18/sedona-city-council-oks-51m-budget/
http://www.redrocknews.com/2020/07/18/sedona-city-council-oks-51m-budget/
https://www.journalaz.com/news/cottonwood/58527-cottonwood-preps-for-budget-drop.html
https://www.journalaz.com/news/cottonwood/58527-cottonwood-preps-for-budget-drop.html
about:blank
about:blank
https://www.azleg.gov/jlbc/facag100820.pdf
https://www.bu.edu/ioc/2020/05/09/covid-19-cities-municipal-fiscal-health/
https://www.brookings.edu/blog/the-avenue/2020/03/17/the-places-a-covid-19-recession-will-likely-hit-hardest/
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value. Petitioners acknowledge the pandemic’s devastating impact on the economy 

while simultaneously arguing that economic development activities have no value. 

Petitioners fail to understand that the benefits from economic development 

agreements at the local level not only spur growth but sustain vital services. It is 

unfathomable to accept Petitioners’ argument that there is zero benefit from 

economic development when the impact of its absence is already being widely felt 

by Arizona taxpayers. 

2. Petitioners’ interpretation will jeopardize COVID-19 assistance to
small businesses and thwart efforts at economic recovery.

Municipalities have a strong desire to assist small businesses that are in danger 

of permanent closure due to loss of wages, higher operational costs for sanitation, 

reduced capacity, inability to pay rent, and other effects of the COVID-19 pandemic. 

Only three municipalities7 received direct federal monies from the Coronavirus Aid, 

Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act, while the other eighty-eight cities and 

towns received a portion of the State’s share with the instruction that the federal 

dollars could only be used for public health and safety regular salary and employee-

related-expenses and costs. (APP 31). The Governor’s Office suggested that 

municipalities use their previously allocated public safety monies from the general 

7 Due to their population exceeding 500,000, the cities of Phoenix, Tucson, and 
Mesa received a direct allocation of CARES Act monies from the federal 
government. 42 U.S.C. § 801 (2020). 
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fund for other purposes and encouraged municipal general fund monies to be used 

for assistance to small businesses to fulfill the original intent of the federal dollars.8 

Cities and towns have responded by creating grants and assistance programs 

that support businesses in their communities for employee retention, reimbursement 

for personal protective equipment, rent relief and other measures. (APP 34, 37, 41, 

47, 51, 62, 69, 79). Under the current interpretation of the Gift Clause, certain 

disbursements can be authorized under A.R.S. § 9-500.11 or other statutes, while 

clearly meeting the current public purpose and adequate consideration tests. But the 

extreme narrowing of the Gift Clause advocated by the Petitioners will ban any 

future economic development agreements and contribute to the widespread business 

closures, worsening the already destructive economic havoc wreaked by the 

pandemic.9 While some businesses have survived and remain cautiously optimistic, 

8 The CARES Act Works for All Americans, U.S. Dep’t of the Treas., 
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/cares (last visited September 13, 2020) 
(“The CARES Act provides fast and direct economic assistance for American 
workers and families, small businesses, and preserves jobs for American 
industries.”) 
9 Josh Frigerio, At Least 45 Bars and Restaurants in Phoenix have Closed Amid the 
COVID-19 Pandemic, ABC15 Arizona (Oct 12, 2020),  
https://www.abc15.com/entertainment/events/at-least-45-bars-and-restaurants-in-
phoenix-have-closed-amid-the-covid-19-pandemic; Howard Fischer, 3 Arizona 
Counties’ COVID-19 Rates Remain at Levels that Keep Many Businesses Closed, 
Arizona Daily Star (September 9, 2020), 
https://tucson.com/news/arizona_news/3-arizona-counties-covid-19-rates-remain-
at-levels-that-keep-many-businesses-closed/article_719799b4-f624-582c-afe2-
16485b00a18c.html. 

about:blank
https://www.abc15.com/entertainment/events/at-least-45-bars-and-restaurants-in-phoenix-have-closed-amid-the-covid-19-pandemic
https://www.abc15.com/entertainment/events/at-least-45-bars-and-restaurants-in-phoenix-have-closed-amid-the-covid-19-pandemic
https://tucson.com/news/arizona_news/3-arizona-counties-covid-19-rates-remain-at-levels-that-keep-many-businesses-closed/article_719799b4-f624-582c-afe2-16485b00a18c.html
https://tucson.com/news/arizona_news/3-arizona-counties-covid-19-rates-remain-at-levels-that-keep-many-businesses-closed/article_719799b4-f624-582c-afe2-16485b00a18c.html
https://tucson.com/news/arizona_news/3-arizona-counties-covid-19-rates-remain-at-levels-that-keep-many-businesses-closed/article_719799b4-f624-582c-afe2-16485b00a18c.html
https://home.treasury.gov/policy-issues/cares
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they are concerned about the impact of “a second wave” of the pandemic descends 

on the country.10 As businesses close, the effects of the loss of economic 

development results in vacant storefronts and properties resulting in the tangible loss 

of revenue to the municipality, a decrease in surrounding property values, and may 

lead to blight, which often attracts criminal activity. Elizabeth M. Tisher, Re-

Stitching the Urban Fabric: Municipal-Driven Rehabilitation of Vacant and 

Abandoned Buildings in Ohio's Rust Belt, 15 Vt. J. Envtl L. 173, 179–80 (2013). In 

fact, before the pandemic abruptly shortened the legislative session this year, the 

League and municipal representatives testified about the harmful effects of vacant 

and abandoned buildings and its devastating economic impact on towns like Globe 

and Superior.11 

While A.R.S. § 9-500.11 does not automatically create compliance with the 

Gift Clause, Petitioners’ contention that economic development has zero value will 

nullify the statute because of their unsupported assertion that economic development 

10 MetLife & U.S. Chamber of Commerce Small Business Coronavirus Impact Poll 
at 2 (July 29, 2020), 
https://www.uschamber.com/sites/default/files/metlife_uscc_sbi_coronavirus_impa
ct_poll_july.pdf.  
11 House Bill 2705 vacant; abandoned buildings; ordinances: Hearing on H.B. 2705 
Before the House Committee on Government, Fifty-fourth Legislature, Second 
Regular Session (February 13, 2020) 
http://azleg.granicus.com/MediaPlayer.php?view_id=13&clip_id=23808 
(Statements by Mila Besich, Mayor, Town of Superior and Al Gameros, Mayor, 
City of Globe).

https://www.uschamber.com/sites/default/files/metlife_uscc_sbi_coronavirus_impact_poll_july.pdf
https://www.uschamber.com/sites/default/files/metlife_uscc_sbi_coronavirus_impact_poll_july.pdf
http://azleg.granicus.com/MediaPlayer.php?view_id=13&clip_id=23808
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cannot be adequate consideration if it does not provide tangible, direct or 

quantifiable results to every single individual in the community. To hold this would 

be to ignore the very clear benefits we’re seeing in economic 

development agreements to keep small businesses afloat today – something 

valued by many, including Petitioners since they too sought and received 

federal pandemic funds to aid their own business operations. (APP 87). 

The League urges the Court to maintain the current interpretation that requires 

an examination of the terms of the contract to determine if there is adequate 

consideration, which will ensure continued benefits to our community and continue 

judicial review for those rare instances when abuse of discretion occurs. 

B. The Court of Appeals did not err in concluding that economic
development is a public purpose under the Gift Clause.

Elected municipal officials are the most connected to their community and 

responsive to its unique geographic and cultural needs, including existing 

infrastructure, skills and deficiencies in the population, and the economic decisions 

necessary to further each distinct municipality’s growth. What may be a viable 

economic development plan in one community may be insufficient in another 

municipality. The tourism plan for the Town of Jerome—a former copper mining 

town with a population of 500— is vastly different than the tourism plan of the City 
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of Scottsdale—a shopping and nightlife hub with a population of 255,000.12 The 

Court recognized the importance for local representatives to determine what is a 

public benefit for their community based on “inventions and developments and to 

meet new social conditions.” Macia, 30 Ariz. at 226. In fact, “the primary 

determination of whether a specific purpose constitutes a ‘public purpose’ is 

assigned to the political branches of government, which are directly accountable to 

the public.” Cheatham, 240 Ariz. at 320 ¶ 21 (quoting Turken, 223 Ariz. at 349 ¶ 

28). The League urges the Court to continue to allow municipal council members 

deference to determine what is a public purpose, as duly elected representatives of 

their communities who are answerable to the electorate. 

1. City and town councils are best positioned to make public purpose
determinations about economic development because they reside in
the communities and are directly accountable to their citizens.

At the local level, a citizen has multiple means to check its government: 

regularly scheduled candidate elections provide for elections every two years and 

the right to attend and listen to council deliberations (where they are often invited to 

speak during a public comment period). A.R.S. §§ 9-232.02, 9-272, 9-821, 9-821.01, 

38-431.01. This is in addition to the use of social media accounts, newspaper letters-

12 Town of Jerome General Plan at 39-41 (June 12, 2018), 
https://www.jerome.az.gov/documents/76/2018_GENERAL_PLAN_FINAL_redu
ced.pdf Compare City of Scottsdale General Plan Annual Report at 17-21 (2018), 
https://www.scottsdaleaz.gov/Assets/ScottsdaleAZ/General+Plan/General+Plan+A
nnual+Report+2018.pdf.  

https://www.jerome.az.gov/documents/76/2018_GENERAL_PLAN_FINAL_reduced.pdf
https://www.jerome.az.gov/documents/76/2018_GENERAL_PLAN_FINAL_reduced.pdf
https://www.scottsdaleaz.gov/Assets/ScottsdaleAZ/General+Plan/General+Plan+Annual+Report+2018.pdf
https://www.scottsdaleaz.gov/Assets/ScottsdaleAZ/General+Plan/General+Plan+Annual+Report+2018.pdf
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to-the-editor, public protests, etc. that are used to communicate with 

local representatives. 

In cities and towns across Arizona, economic development policy is publicly 

debated and discussed by municipal councils in multiple public hearings that involve 

careful review and expert testimony. A.R.S. § 38-431.01. Here, the City’s leaders 

diligently engaged in long-term planning for their community by deliberating and 

voting on the Economic Development Implementation Strategy (“EDIS”) and the 

Economic Development Incentive Investment Policy (“EDIIP”) to develop the 

community’s economic policy prior to executing the Agreements to achieve those 

policy objectives. Resp’t. Suppl. Br. at 2,3. The City’s elected council determined 

that having a physical university in its P83 District would benefit their community 

and outlined the benefits that must be received before benefits to the City would be 

realized which triggered any payments made under the Agreements. Id. The trial 

court and Court of Appeals correctly held that these are bargained-for assets and 

some measurable value exists. Ct. App. Op. at 9 ¶ 23.  

Petitioners ask this Court to disregard the thoughtful policy debate by local 

council members who respond and tailor their decisions to the needs unique to each 

community. If the Court agrees to Petitioners interpretation, it will tie the hands 

of local policy makers who are responsible for providing for their 

community’s development but left without the tools to support economic activity. 
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And accountability doesn’t end after public hearings. If a person is 

dissatisfied with the decision by council the person may circulate petitions to refer 

any legislative matter for a vote by the electorate. A.R.S. § 19-101 et seq. A 

recent illustration of referendum power is the Scottsdale “Southbridge II” 

development agreement authorized by A.R.S. § 9-500.05.13 The Scottsdale City 

Council voted 4-3 to accept the development agreement and residents dissatisfied 

with the decision circulated a referendum petition pursuant to A.R.S. § 19-101 

et seq. The residents collected 17,000 signatures to take the economic 

development agreement to a vote.14 The success of their petition demonstrated 

the widespread discontent for the council’s prior decision, resulting in four 

council members reversing their positions, quashing the development agreement.15  

Additionally, citizens can recall leaders who no longer act on behalf of the 

electorate. Ariz. Const. Art VIII Part 1 § 1 et. seq. Unlike state officers and 

13 See City of Scottsdale Council Meeting Notice and Agenda, Item 20 at 5, 
(December 4, 2019) 
https://www.scottsdaleaz.gov/Assets/ScottsdaleAZ/Council/archive-agendas-
minutes/2019-agendas/12-04-19-regular-agenda.pdf; Agenda Packet, Item 20, 
(December 4, 2019) https://www.scottsdaleaz.gov/Asset80005.aspx 
14 Lorraine Longhi, Southbridge II Killed After Scottsdale Council Votes to Repeal 
Project, Quash Public Vote, Arizona Republic, (April 8, 2020), 
https://www.azcentral.com/story/news/local/scottsdale/2020/04/08/southbridge-ii-
officially-dead-after-scottsdale-council-vote-carter-unger/2969813001/ 
15 Id. 

https://www.scottsdaleaz.gov/Assets/ScottsdaleAZ/Council/archive-agendas-minutes/2019-agendas/12-04-19-regular-agenda.pdf
https://www.scottsdaleaz.gov/Assets/ScottsdaleAZ/Council/archive-agendas-minutes/2019-agendas/12-04-19-regular-agenda.pdf
https://www.scottsdaleaz.gov/Asset80005.aspx
about:blank
about:blank
https://www.azcentral.com/story/news/local/scottsdale/2020/04/08/southbridge-ii-officially-dead-after-scottsdale-council-vote-carter-unger/2969813001/
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legislators, “recall has been used most frequently at the local level.”16 For example, 

in 2018 four of the seven members of South Tucson’s governing body were removed 

by recall election, overturning the majority of its members.17 Often the mere threat 

of a recall has the power to keep government officials in check.18 

Given these accountability measures and the fact that local officials live and 

work in the community they represent, the Court of Appeals has appropriately given 

deference to the local representatives and have “permit[ed] municipalities a wider 

range in undertaking to promote the public welfare.” Turken, 223 Ariz. at 349 ¶ 

26 (quoting City of Glendale v. White, 67 Ariz. 231, 237 (1948)). The mayor and 

council of each are directly tied to their communities, are responsible for the growth 

and prosperity of their community, and answer to the needs of the electorate. The 

League urges the Court to reject Petitioners effort to overturn precedent in favor of 

their point of view and deliberately bypass the entire representative system, which 

is based on community input and oversight and keeps control with local voters.   

16 Recall of State Officials – Overview, https://www.ncsl.org/research/elections-
and-campaigns/recall-of-state-officials.aspx (last visited October 11, 2020). 
17 Joe Ferguson, South Tucson Voters Oust Mayor, 3 Councilmen in Recall 
Election, Arizona Daily Star (March 14, 2018)  
https://tucson.com/news/local/south-tucson-voters-oust-mayor-councilmen-in-
recall-election/article_3ae1ecbc-e4d2-5107-b3bc-96188924b6dc.html.  
18 Justin Sayers, Push to Recall Oro Valley Mayor, Vice Mayor is ‘Over With’, 
Arizona Daily Star (February 6, 2020) https://tucson.com/news/local/push-to-
recall-oro-valley-mayor-vice-mayor-is-over/article_f4530675-266d-58de-b8c3-
c102d144aef5.html (quoting the original petitioner, “the recall effort has ‘achieved 
its goals’”). 

about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
https://www.ncsl.org/research/elections-and-campaigns/recall-of-state-officials.aspx
https://tucson.com/news/local/south-tucson-voters-oust-mayor-councilmen-inrecall-%20election/article_3ae1ecbc-e4d2-5107-b3bc-96188924b6dc.html
https://tucson.com/news/local/push-torecall-oro-valley-mayor-vice-mayor-is-over/article_f4530675-266d-58de-b8c3-c102d144aef5.html
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2. Petitioners’ restrictive definition of public purpose overturns
decades of precedent and is unworkable for cities and towns to 
develop in the modern business climate.

Petitioners seek to upend this Court’s prior holdings that public purpose 

remain flexible since the perception of public benefit changes as the times change. 

"[T]he term 'public purpose' is incapable of exact definition and changes to meet new 

developments and conditions of times . . . ." White, 67 Ariz. at 236 (emphasis added). 

“No hard and fast rule can be formulated.” Gila Bend v. Walled Lake Door Co., 107 

Ariz. 545, 549 (1971). Determining public purpose “is ultimately the province of the 

judiciary” but with “significant deference” to the elected officials. Turken, 223 Ariz. 

at 346 ¶ 14. Additionally, the stated purpose and benefit does not have to reach each 

member of the public to be a valid public purpose. Humphrey, 55 Ariz. at 387. Public 

purpose need not be tangible: “Municipal corporations are not limited to provide for 

the material necessities of their citizens.” White, 67 Ariz. at 237. 

Despite this exhaustive precedent, Petitioners ask this Court to radically 

narrow its interpretation and mandate that a valid public purpose must 1) primarily, 

2) tangibly, and 3) directly benefit the public and 4) must be a traditional government

function. Pet. Suppl. Br. at 16. This four-element test is not rooted in case law and 

this Court explicitly rejected a “primary/incidental benefit” analysis. Turken, 223 

Ariz. at 348 ¶ 21.  
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Because public purpose is incapable of definition, White, 67 Ariz. at 236, only 

in “rare cases” will a court find a municipality abused their discretion in asserting 

and achieving a public purpose, Turken, 223 Ariz. at 349 ¶ 28, demonstrating that 

Petitioners’ interpretation is unnecessary. When determining if a legislative act 

resulted in an abuse of discretion, this Court’s test evaluates the link between the 

public purpose and the means chosen to achieve it. Id. First, the public purpose(s) 

must be articulated so that the means can be judged through the proper lens. Walled 

Lake, 107 Ariz. at 549 (“In determining whether a proposed expenditure of public 

funds is constitutionally valid . . . each such case must be decided with reference to 

the object sought to be accomplished...” (internal quotation marks omitted)). In 

every case, the Court looks to the governing body’s stated public purpose, see e.g., 

Macia, 30 Ariz. at 220 (ice production and distribution); Wistuber, 141 Ariz. at 348 

(school supervision), as the object sought and then considers the “reality of the 

transaction” when judging the disbursement for abuse of discretion. Id. at 349.  

Petitioners urge the Court to substitute the City’s determination of public 

purpose with their own version without having to prove that the City abused its 

discretion. Pet. Suppl. Br. at 18. This is a nearly identical argument made by the 

Taxpayers in Cheatham. 240 Ariz. at 320 ¶ 20 (“Taxpayers argue that the release 

time provisions do not serve a public purpose because they ‘foster or promote the 

purely private or personal interests’ of [the union].” (quoting Kromko, 149 Ariz. at 
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321)). But the Court “consider[ed] the ‘reality of the transaction’ and not merely the 

‘surface indicia of public purpose’” and found public purpose in the contract itself. 

Id. at ¶ 21 (quoting Wistuber, 141 Ariz. at 349). Relying on this analysis, the Court 

of Appeals correctly determined the reality of the transaction from the plain text of 

the City’s EDIIP and the Agreements: diversifying the local economy, expanding 

the economic base, promoting redevelopment of unused or underutilized properties, 

and providing educational and workforce training opportunities for the City’s 

residents. Ct. App. Op. at ¶ 17. To accept Petitioners’ argument disregards the 

significant deference principle in Turken by disregarding the public purposes 

established in the City’s General Plan, EDIIP, and the Agreements while 

simultaneously waiving Petitioners’ obligation to show there is an abuse of 

discretion. Turken, 223 Ariz. at 346 ¶ 14. 

Even if the Petitioners’ belief that a private university has no public benefit or 

a diversified economy is not essential to public welfare, the City’s Council 

maintained an equally reasonable belief after examination and discussion that these 

concepts are a public benefit and are essential to the public welfare of the City’s 

residents. As two Courts have already agreed, there is no abuse of discretion by the 

Peoria City Council and the League urges the Court to uphold its longstanding 

precedent to defer to the duly elected representatives who are keenly aware of the 

needs of their communities and remain accountable to their constituents.  
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II. CONCLUSION

The Petitioners request this Court to adopt an extreme viewpoint: economic 

development has zero value when part of a bargained-for contract between a public 

body and a private entity if the private entity benefits from the contract; and the 

elected public body should be stripped of their ability to determine what is best for 

their community when negotiating economic development agreements. Not only 

does this interpretation invalidate A.R.S. § 9-500.11, but it ties the hands of 

elected policy makers from fulfilling their obligations to their constituents.  

As a recession looms due to a worldwide pandemic and many businesses 

struggle to remain viable, it is clear that the City’s efforts to diversify its 

economy were not an abuse of discretion warranting judicial interference. 

Furthermore, economic development activities do not drain the public fund; they 

secure it. The League urges the Court to affirm the Court of Appeals’ decision 

and maintain its deference to elected leaders since Petitioners have failed to 

provide any evidence of an abuse of discretion.  
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